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John Carter returns to the red planet ten years after his Martian death in search of his wife, Princess

Dejah Thoris. He joins forces with his old comrades and forms new lifetime alliances as he battles

hostile enemies, previously unknown to his people of Barsoom. His adventures reveal the truth

about the Gods of Mars. This is the second of eleven in the popular 'Martian' series by Edgar Rice

Burroughs.
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This classic tale of high adventure from Edgar Rice Burroughs was one of the books I cut my

reading teeth on at a very early age and have read it several times over the past 55 or so years. Of

the pulp fantasy writers of the time, Burroughs, in my opinion was one of the best. His writing

introduced many concepts, techniques and plotting which are still used to this day.I must admit that I

was quite leery of this particular work as it has been edited somewhat to make it more palatable to

the young reader of today. The original was written in an almost Post Victorian style and to be

honest, was difficult at times for young readers to connect with. I am normally very opposed to such

changes, but it this case it actually works. Anything that can be done to introduce the younger

generation to some fine story telling is worth the effort I suppose. Now this is not my cup of tea by

any means as I absolutely delight in the original prose and feel it is one of the strengths of the story.

The convoluted sentence structure is wonderful, but there again, unless you were raised with it, I

can see where it would be a turn-off for many.This of course is the story of John Carter's return to



Mars in search of "the incomparable" Dejah Thoris and hopefully save her again from "a fate worse

than death." John Carter who is the "greatest swordsman on two planets" lands in the wrong place.

He ends up in Mars Heaven, so to speak, which is far from that he soon learns. And the adventure

begins.He is reunited with his friend the mighty Jeddak of Thark, the great green, four armed warrior

and of course a plethora of bad guys and good guys. The action never stops and the sword play is

never ending. Strange creatures abound and of course our hero overcomes all odds.
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